
REVISION TECHNIQUES

Here are some handy tips that can help make your revision more bearable.

Create the optimum learning environment There will be loads of people who will tell you that working in a
library is more productive than working from home. Summarise Your Notes Making notes from your notes
can be one of the most useful ways to revise. Stick revision notes all around your house So in the exam you
think, "Aha, quadratic equations, they were on the fridge Sign up for an exam technique workshop if you need
more help. As long as your work rate remains constant, keep going! It's also very portable! Use different
colours for different subjects and leave them around the house too. When it comes to fonts, familiarity equals
speed, which means the font you always read and type with will be fastest for you. I find it especially useful to
read the answer with the mark scheme, because it helps me to have a clearer understanding of what the
examiner is looking for. To make sure your tree keeps growing, don't go on to any other apps on your phone.
It also makes it more interesting to revise with a friend, because you have someone to keep you company. Cue
Cards I find these so so useful, for almost everything from Lit quotes to English Language grammar terms,
you can cram it full of information or just a few words and its a really convenient way to revise. Create mental
associations Want to know how you can improve your memory for studying? For diagrams, include all the
details you need to learn, but don't try to produce a work of art. This is also a good way to make your revision
more sociable, because you can have someone there to ask you the questions. A great way to solve this
problem and to monitor how successful your revision is as you go along is to do revision power hours. For
example, my friend Hannah and I both study Modern History. CGP's amazing How To Revise book has plenty
of timetables for you to fill in yourself, with loads of great tips on how to make the most of the revision
period. For example, if you learn particularly well from class debates you might like to think about how you
could mimic class debates in your own bedroom. I've written before about how important it is to learn to think
like your examiner. So far this has worked for me, so fingers crossed this continues this year! Make Some
Memes In our modern era, anything can become a meme. We've pulled out all the stops to produce the
ultimate guide to GCSE revision. Get a free chapter of her book at www. So to make revising these more fun,
I wrote the key words and definitions on slips of paper then jumbled them up and tried to make pairs. You can
compare how well you are doing with how your group is progressing. Compare this to the work that you cover
in the second half hour. The more you do, the more you can work out what the exam board is looking for and
you can adapt your revision accordingly. How to deal with pressure at university 3. Author Bio Lucy Parsons
empowers year olds to get the top grades and into the best universities. I found this technique really useful and
it is a great way to remember things like key words and definitions etc. After that, there are flashcards, a
section where you type out the answers, and various little games to help you study. Vary the material that you
revise: from the difficult to the more familiar. So the information is likely to be absorbed by your brain
without having to work too hard! It plants a seed when you lock your phone and a tree continues to grow until
you quit the app. Study alone for some of the time, but also in a group occasionally if this suits you.


